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　　Abstract　　This paper focuses on the visual servo cont rol of an uncalibrated robotic arm w ith an eye-in-hand camera.Without a pri-
or k now ledge of the kinematics of the robotic arm or camera calibrat ion , the proposed hybrid Jacobian cont roller can track a moving object

using visual feedback and joint-space velocity feedback.T he proposed hybrid control method is a combination of the uncalib rated visual ser-
voing and approximate Jacobian feedback control.First , the Jacobian mat rix f rom joint-space to image-space is est imated by recursive least-

squares(RLS)algorithm , and then the approximate Jacobian feedback cont roller is designed by using visual feedback and joint-space veloc-

it y feedback.T he performances of the proposed cont rol methods are i llust rated by com puter sim ulations.

　　Keywords:　robot control , uncal ibrated visual servoing , Jacobian control.

　　Visual servo control has been an active area of re-
search for many years.Since 1973 , there has been

signif icant progress on visual servoing control[ 1] , and
several special issues on visual servoing have been

published[ 2 ,3] .There are tw o basic approaches to vi-
sual servo control

[ 1]
:Posi tion-Based Visual Servoing

(PBVS)and Image-Based Visual Servoing (IBVS).
In PBVS system , the object ' s 3D pose is recovered

through computer vision and the error between the

current pose and the desired pose is computed in the

Cartesian task space.Estimat ion of 3D motions f rom

images is often required , and this is slow and suscep-
tible to noise and calibration errors.In IBVS system ,
the error is measured betw een the image features in

tw o images and it is mapped direct ly to actuator com-
mands.The camera can be placed on the robot(“eye
in hand”)to observe the object , or f ixed in the envi-
ronment to observe the object and the robot.A prio r

know ledge of the kinematical structure and camera

parameters are required in model-dependent visual

servoing system.

Recent ly , an uncalibrated eye-in-hand visual ser-
voing sy stem has been proposed[ 4 , 5] .This method

does no t require exact robo t kinematics and camera

models , and so it is robust to signal noise and calibra-
tion erro rs.The robot cont rol is achieved by a quasi-
New ton method and the composite Jacobian matrix is

estimated by Broyden' s method at each step.Howev-
er , the IBVS fails to control the Cartesian veloci ties.

Thus , although the task erro r may be quickly reduced

to zero , complicated and unnecessary mot ions may be

performed
[ 1]
.Dynamic-based visual servoing can be

used to improve the performances of IBVS
[ 6 ,7]

.In
Ref.[ 7] , feedback control law s for setpoint are pro-
posed w ithout ex act know ledge of kinematics , Jaco-
bian matrix , and dynamics.A boundary is used to

describe the uncertainty in the Jacobian matrix.

In this paper , a hybrid control method is pro-
posed to improve the existing method given in Ref.
[ 7] .No known models of the target object and robot

are needed and the camera is not calibrated.Hence , a
prior knowledge of the kinematical st ructure of the

robot and the camera parameters is not required and

the controller is robust to errors in the parameters of

the robot and camera.The Jacobian matrix f rom

joint-space to image-space is estimated online by the

recursive least-squares (RLS)algorithm.Then the

feedback control system is designed by using visual

error feedback and joint-space velocity feedback.

1　Uncalibrated eye-in-hand visual servoing

It is assumed that the desi red behavio r of the

robot is to have the end-effecto r follow a moving tar-
get.At time t , in the image plane , if the moving

target is positioned at y＊(θ, t), and the end-effector
of the robo t is at y(θ, t)where θrepresents the joint
angles , then the error in the image plane is given by

e(θ, t)= y(θ, t)-y
＊(θ, t). (1)



M inimizing the squared error , we have[ 4]

θk+1 =θk -( J
T
k Jk)

-1 J
T
k ek +

 ek
 t ht

, (2)

where ek=e(θk , tk)is the error at time tk and  Jk

represents the k th approximation to the Jacobian

Jk= ek/ θ, and ht =t k -t k-1 is the time incre-

ment.Using Eq.(2), the desired changes in the joint

ang les can be computed.The parameters in Eq.(2)
can be estimated by the Partitioned Broyden' s
method as follow s:[ 4]

 Jk = Jk-1 +(Δe - Jk-1 h)

·(λ+ h
T
 Pk-1 h)

-1
 h
T
 Pk-1 , (3)

 Pk =
1
λ
( Pk-1 - Pk-1 h(λ+ h

T Pk-1 h)
-1 hT Pk-1),

(4)

where Δe =ek - ek-1 ,  Jk =  Jk
 ek
 t
, and  h =

θk-θk-1
tk -t k-1

.Vary ing the w eighting parameter λbe-

tween 0 and 1 w ill change the memory of the scheme.
An algorithm fo r the combination of the Partitioned

Broyden' s method and Gauss-New ton controller given
by Eqs.(1—4)can be found in Refs.[ 4 , 5] .One
draw back of this scheme is that in every interval , the
changes in the joint ang les are not bounded while in

practice , the accelerations of a real robo tic system are

limited.Hence , if the desired changes of the joint an-
g les exceed the limits of the robotic system , the val-
ues of the desi red joint angles w ill drift from the actu-
al position over time.One solution to this problem is

to introduce joint angles feedback so that Eq.(2)be-
comes

θk+1 =θ
p
k -( J

T
k Jk)

-1 J
T
k ek +

 ek
 t

h t , (5)

where θ
p
k are the measurements of the joint angles.

2　Approximate Jacobian feedback control

The dynamical equations of a robot with n de-
g rees of f reedom can be expressed as[ 7]

M(θ)θ
··
+ 1

2
M
·
(θ)+S(θ, θ

·
)θ
·
+g(θ)=τ,

(6)

where θ∈
n
is the joint angle vector , τ∈

n
is the

control torque vecto r , M(θ)∈
n×n

is the inertia

matrix , C(θ, θ
·
)=

1
2
M
·
(θ)+S(θ, θ

·
) ∈

n×n

represents the centrifugal and Co riolis terms , and

g(θ)∈
n
is the vector of gravity terms.

An approximate Jacobian feedback controller

w ith joint-space damping and g ravitational force com-
pensat ion has been proposed as[ 7]

τ=- J T(θ)Kps(e)-Bvθ
·
+g(θ), (7)

where  J(θ)represents an approximation of the Jaco-
bian J(θ), s(e)=(s1(e1), s2(e2), …, sm(em))

T ,
and si(ei), i=1 ,2 , … , m , are saturation functions ,
Kp =kpI , Bv =bvI are posi tive feedback gains for

the position errors in image plane and joint-space ve-
loci ty respectively , and I is the identity matrix.Sub-
stituting Eq.(7)into Eq.(6), we can obtain the

closed-loop system.It is asymptotically stable if the

error of the estimated Jacobian  J(θ)is bounded by a

positive constant p , and the feedback gains , kp , bv ,

are chosen appropriately[ 7] .

A hybrid controller is proposed from the synthe-
sis of the uncalibrated visual servoing and approximate

Jacobian feedback control.First , the Jacobian matrix

f rom joint-space to image-space is est imated by the

RLS alg orithm as given in Eqs.(1 —4).Then the

feedback controller is designed by using the visual er-
ror feedback and joint-space velocity feedback as fol-
low s

τk =- J
T
kKps(ek)-Bvθ

·

k +g(θk), (8)

where τk , θk , θ
·

k are the vector of cont rol torque ,
measurements of joint angles and joint-space velocit ies
respect ively , all at time t k.The new algorithm for

discrete time control for visual servoing is given as fol-
low s:

Algorithm 1:A hybrid controller wi th estima-
tion of the Jacobian and approximate Jacobian feed-
back.

For k =1 ,2 , …, input the measurements of ek ,

θk , θ
·

k , compute

Δe = ek -ek-1 , 　 Jk-1 =  Jk-1
 ek-1
 t

,

 Jk = Jk-1 +(Δe - Jk-1 h)

·(λ+ h T Pk-1 h)
-1 hT Pk-1 ,

 Pk =
1
λ
( Pk-1 - Pk-1 h(λ+ h

T Pk-1 h)
-1 h T Pk-1),

output the control torque vecto r

τk =- J
T
kKps(ek)-Bvθ

·

k +g(θk),

End.

In this alg orithm , the approximate Jacobian is

estimated by the RLS algo rithm.A prior know ledge

of the kinematical structure of the robot and the pa-
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rameters of the camera is no t required.

The ratio of the feedback gain kp/bv and the ab-
solute value of the feedback gain bv play important

roles in stabilizing the system in the presence of un-
certain kinematics[ 7] .In practice , when the sy stem is

unstable we should try to stabilize the system (or in-
crease the margin of stability)by increasing the feed-
back gain bv or reducing the feedback gain ratio

k p/bv .

3　Simulation and results

The proposed hybrid controller is implemented

on a tw o-link planar robot(Fig .1)and simulated us-
ing Matlab.The leng ths of link 1 (L 1)and link 2

(L 2)are 0.25 m and 0.22 m , respectively.Other
parameters are chosen to have the same values as in

Ref.[ 8] .The desired behavior of the robot is to

have the end-ef fector track a stationary target as well

as a target point moving in a horizontal plane so that

g ravitational term s can be neg lected.The proposed

hybrid control method is applied to this uncalibrated

robo t system with eye-in-hand visual feedback and

joint-space velocity feedback.A personal computer

w ith Pentium 1.8GHz processor and 256MB DRAM

is used to implement the simulations.The sampling

frequency used for the simulation is 20Hz.

Fig.1.　Sketch of the robot model.

The image is projected using a simulated camera

w ith 6400 pixels/m , or 6.4 pixels/mm.Uniform
random image noises between ±2 pixels are added to

the image feature point of the target object.The ini-
tial Jacobian is estimated as follow s:

Step 1.Each joint is moved successively a small

amount.

Step 2.The change in the image features is

recorded.

Step 3.The initial Jacobian is estimated.

3.1　A static target point t racking

In the first case , the target object is assumed to

be stationary at(x o , yo)=(0.3 ,0.2)and the end-ef-
fecto r of robot is at (x e , ye)=(0.25 , 0.22).The
image erro rs for the IBVS controller w ith joint ang les

feedback are shown in Fig.2(a).The forget ting fac-
to r is selected as λ=0.99.The result using the hy-
brid Jacobian control is show n in Fig.2(b).The
feedback gains are chosen as kp =0.00004 and bv =
0.3.Comparing Fig.2(a)with Fig .2(b), it can be
seen that for a fixed target point , the IBVS controller

can t rack the target point quicker , but the resulting

error is larger than that of the hybrid Jacobian con-
t roller.

Fig.2.　Image errors for a task of static target Tracking .(a)IBVS

cont rol with the joint angles feedback;(b)hybrid Jacobian control.

3.2　A motion target point t racking

In the second case , the end-effector of the robot

is made to t rack a moving target object moving along

a st raight line.The trajectory using IBVS controller

w ith joint angles feedback is shown in Fig.3(a).
The thick solid line is the trajectory of the target ob-
ject and the thin solid line is the trajectory of the end-
ef fecto r of robot.The image error is show n in Fig.3
(b).From Fig .3(a)and (b), it can be seen that

complicated and unnecessary mo tions are performed in
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the process of t racking the target and a 75-pixel erro r
occurs at about the 170th iteration.

Fig.3.　Simulation result s using IBVS cont roller (λ=0.99).
(a)Result t rajectories;(b)image errors.

　　Fig.4(a)—Fig.4(c)show the tracking curves

fo r dif ferent velocity feedback gains , bv=(0.1 , 0.2 ,
0.3).The feedback gains are set at kp =0.00004 in

all the simulations.Again , the thick solid lines are

the t rajectories of the target object and the thin solid

lines are the t rajecto ries of the end-effector of the

robot.It can be seen that increasing the feedback

gains bv gives smoother tracking curves , but results
in slower responses.Fig.4(d)show s the image error

fo r the hybrid Jacobian control for feedback gains

kp =0.00004 and bv=0.2. Therefore , perfect

t racking has been achieved using the hybrid Jacobian

control with resulting image errors about the level of

the random noises.

4　Conclusion

In this paper , we have proposed a hybrid Jaco-
bian controller for robot visual servoing.A prior

knowledge of the kinematic st ructure of the robot and

the camera parameters is not required and the param-
eters of the camera and robotic kinematics are as-
sumed unknown.In the proposed method , the Jaco-
bian matrix f rom joint-space to image-space is first es-
timated by the RLS algo rithm on-line , and then the

feedback controller is designed by using visual feed-
back and joint-space velocity feedback.Simulation

Fig.4.　Simulat ion result s using the hybrid Jacobian control.(a)Result t rajectories(kp=0.00004 and bv=0.1);(b)result trajectories

(kp=0.00004 and bv=0.2);(c)result t rajectories(kp=0.00004 and bv=0.3);(d)image errors(kp=0.00004 and bv=0.2).
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results show that the hybrid control method proposed

in this paper is very effect ive.Fast and accurate

tracking can be achieved by selecting appropriate

feedback gains.Generally , increasing the feedback

gain bv g ives a smoother t racking curve , but results in
a slower response.The feedback gain , kp , is also im-
po rtant in designing the hybrid controller.A small

feedback gain for kp will give a smooth tracking curve

but large t racking error w hile a large feedback gain

g ives an oscillato ry t racking curve.Our current w ork
focuses on the simulation of a 3-D robot sy stem and

experiment of a practical robot system.
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